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"Deleted" i

CHARACTERS

Delete A cashier in a convenience store.
Someone A thief who has robbed Delete.

SETTING

A convenience store in Las Vegas, NV.

TIME

Now.
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SCENES

ACT I
Scene 1 A convenience store Now

"I'm working myself to death."
-- Alan Ladd
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ACT I
SCENE 1

Two GUNSHOTS in staggered succession rings out in the 
dark. SOMEONE starts swearing loudly.
SOMEONE: You son of a bitch! You motherfucker! You shot 
me! What the fuck did you shoot me for? God damn it! 
God damn...fuck! Motherfucking, cocksucker!

LIGHTS UP. The STAGE is set as a convenience store, 
the counter is perpendicular to the audience. On either 
side of the counter are two dying men: Someone, who 
continues swearing, and DELETE, the gas station 
convenience store clerk.
DELETE: I not mean to. I slip. Finger slip. From sweat. 
Now slip from red...
SOMEONE: Bitch, you weren't holding a gun when I turned 
around!
DELETE: Threaten. I try threaten but it no good. It go 
off.
SOMEONE: Damn straight it no good! How the hell you 
threaten someone with their back turned to you?
DELETE: I not want get in trouble for robbery on my 
shift.
SOMEONE: Man, don't they tell you to let guys like us 
just get away? You got cameras and shit, you guy are 
insured.
DELETE: You are third robber in two weeks. Robbers 
think I am slow, so good place is this to thieve from, 
when I am working. Boss say I fired but I beg and he 
give me one more chance. That yesterday - today you 
come in. I have family I am trying to keep living, this 
job all I have...
SOMEONE: Fuck man, you think I'm someone without a 
family? I got mouths to feed too - you're not alone in 
the world.
DELETE: But you thief. You robber. You living off other 
people's work hard. I slave at job, no one take me 
serious. I nuclear physicist where I come from. (MORE)
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DELETE (CONT'D): I could make bomb and ransom city but 
I slave at shit work instead.
SOMEONE: At least you're white without a rap. I 
couldn't even get this job,if I wanted. Wha'm I 
supposed to do, let my kids starve?
DELETE: Both our children starve. Both our children go 
hungry without pappas. Because of you.
SOMEONE: I was almost out the door. I was almost scott 
free, you fuck. You killed us. You killed our kids.
DELETE: I kill you if dying were not I! You are so 
blind, you so self-absorb...ed. Why choose you this 
place? Why come in now?
SOMEONE: It was just a place with money, man. I don't 
know you from Adam. I just needed some cash quick.
DELETE: You liar. I know you, see you here when shift 
getting done.
SOMEONE: I live down the street from here. This is 
where I stop for smokes.
DELETE: Yes, I know brand. Camel menthols, yes?
SOMEONE: Yeah. Yeah, that's me.

Delete fumbles behind the counter and produces a 
pack, takes smoke out and lights it. Delete slides the 
pack and a lighter over the top to Someone.
SOMEONE: What the fuck?
DELETE: We die now, we may as well have cigarette 
before we expire.

Someone lights up.
SOMEONE: Thank you.
DELETE: In my country we not thank people for giving 
cigarettes.
SOMEONE: What kind of ungrateful country do you come 
from?
DELETE: We not thank for not being grateful. We not 
thank people for help us into dying.
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SOMEONE: Yeah. Doubly so in this fucked situation.
DELETE: This my little vengeance on you.
SOMEONE: Man - that's fucked up.
DELETE: It honest is all.

The silently smoke their cigarettes a moment.
SOMEONE: So, man, what's your name?
DELETE: What difference it make to you?
SOMEONE: When they take an accounting of my sins, up at 
the Heavenly Court, I wanna know who they're talking 
about.
DELETE: You think you going for Heaven-bound?
SOMEONE: I think besides for a few indiscretions I was 
a pretty good person.
DELETE: I think murder is murder, regardless.
SOMEONE: That so?
DELETE: Yes, this why I be see you in you in Hell.
SOMEONE: What, because I killed you?
DELETE: No, for wicked things I do, as nuclear 
physicist, for my country. This why I come to this 
country, for redemption. But it not to be had nowhere, 
so I run away, hide in this city, Las Vegas. City of 
Sin. It not wash them away, my sins, but no one ask of 
you about what past of yours holds.
SOMEONE: What - what did you do?

Delete stands.
DELETE: They call me "Delete," for people that 
encounter me were as if never existed. Whole families 
come under my care and cease to exist. Like you.
SOMEONE: Like me?

Delete hovers over Someone's body.
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DELETE: You, perhaps, were Someone to somebody at some 
time. Now you are no more.
SOMEONE: You son of a bitch! I shot you!
DELETE: (indicating arm) This? A trifling thing. I have 
had far worse encountered, in my time. I have been 
shot, stabbed, poisoned, thrown into river and yet I 
live still. I live one-hundred years and longer. I am 
Grigori Yefimovich Rasputin or your little thieving 
heart could not kill me.
SOMEONE: You're such a big shot immortal what the hell 
are you doing here, you worthless fuck?
DELETE: I was called here, for purpose unknown. Perhaps 
it was for this little thing. Perhaps you need to die 
by my hand, something I oblige you now.

Delete strangles Someone to death.
DELETE: There. A done thing.

Delete rifles through Someone's pockets, pulls out 
the stolen cash and his wallet, looks through it and 
takes out the ID.
DELETE: Malcolm Richardson, 6501 W. Tropicana Avenue, 
number 366. Perhaps I shall do for your children better 
service than you. They shall be wizards, as I am. 
Please, no need to thank me - this service I do is 
thanks enough.

Delete takes two coins off the desk and puts them 
on Someone's eyes. He exits. The LIGHTS come down. 

END.


